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davinci resolve 14 is designed to let you easily adjust and create stunning cinematic looks while
doing it live in the timeline. davinci resolve color tools have been developed to give you easy access
to the most important color controls youll ever need. for example, the color wheels and color keylists
are fully customizable so you can find and use the colors you want. davinci resolve primary controls
are designed to be simple and intuitive for anyone with basic photo editing software. they feature
precise performance and ergonomic design. davinci resolve now supports powerwindows and will
soon support the new davinci resolve grid. theres also a new ui skin called light theme that brings

the interface closer to the look of the menu bar. theres also new integration with apple keynote and
powerpoint. davinci resolve 14 features a new look up and match dialog, which lets you customize

the look of the color wheels and color keylists. for example, you can choose a color palette from any
menu or panel and instantly make the color wheels and keylists reflect that color palette. learn more

davinci resolve 14 includes a new color browser, color match and look up dialogs, which make it
easier to select colors from the color windows. the color match dialog lets you match colors to a color

wheel or keylist. the look up dialog lets you pull colors from a color palette in a project or a preset
color wheel. there are new look up and match dialogs in davinci resolve 15. these make it much

easier to select colors. in davinci resolve 15, there are also new duplicate color options and copying
colors to the clipboard, which make it easy to duplicate, duplicate, duplicate, etc. learn more
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davinci resolve studio also includes a new color grading workflow. you can grade and render hdr 10+
files that can be viewed and played back on hdr tvs. davinci resolve studio also includes the powerful
davinci neural engine. davinci resolve studio also has the davinci resolve studio group workflow that

lets you collaborate on projects with up to three collaborators at once. in addition, you can sync
timelines on the same project to a second monitor for the first time! with all these features, davinci
resolve studio is the most powerful commercial post production suite available anywhere. and, its

still completely free! the davinci resolve studio app is available for both mac and windows platforms.
and, it works with all davinci resolve studio apps such as davinci resolve studio, davinci resolve

studio group and davinci resolve studio group workflow. you can upgrade to davinci resolve studio
for mac from the mac app store, or you can purchase davinci resolve studio for mac on amazon.

davinci resolve studio for mac can be purchased for us$4,999 the new davinci resolve 12 also
introduces new, powerful color grading features. it can grade 12-bit and 8-bit h.264 and h.265

formats, and can render files in d-loglite, 2d-log and d-log3 formats. when grading an hdr video, you
can mix it with existing footage for a more professional look. new 3d lut and hdr lut files support
fisheye, spherical and linear lenses. you can use the lut in real time or save it in the lut cache to

reuse it for other projects. if you have blackmagic design's blackmagic fusion, davinci resolve 12 can
import the blackmagic fusion lut cache file. 5ec8ef588b
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